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Abstract
We study an online classification problem with partial feedback in which individuals arrive one at a
time from a fixed but unknown distribution, and must be classified as positive or negative. Our algorithm
only observes the true label of an individual if they are given a positive classification. This setting captures many classification problems for which fairness is a concern: for example, in criminal recidivism
prediction, recidivism is only observed if the inmate is released; in lending applications, loan repayment
is only observed if the loan is granted. We require that our algorithms satisfy common statistical fairness
constraints (such as equalizing false positive or negative rates — introduced as “equal opportunity” in
[18]) at every round, with respect to the underlying distribution. We give upper and lower bounds characterizing the cost of this constraint in terms of the regret rate (and show that it is mild), and give an
oracle efficient algorithm that achieves the upper bound.

1 Introduction
Many real-world prediction tasks in which fairness concerns arise — such as hiring, college admissions,
lending, and recidivism prediction — are naturally modeled as online binary classification problems, but
with an important twist: feedback is only received for one of the two classification outcomes. Worker
performance is only observed for candidates who were actually hired; student success can only be tracked
for students who were admitted; those who are denied a loan never have an opportunity to demonstrate that
they would have repaid; only the detainees who were released from prison have an opportunity to commit
new crimes. Applying standard techniques for enforcing statistical fairness constraints on the gathered data
can thus lead to pernicious feedback loops that can lead to classifiers that badly violate these constraints on
the underlying distribution. This kind of failure to “explore” has been highlighted as an important source of
algorithmic unfairness — for example, in predictive policing settings [26, 13, 14].
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To avoid this problem, it is important to explicitly manage the exploration/exploitation tradeoff that
characterizes learning in partial feedback settings, which is what we study in this paper. We ask for algorithms that enforce well-studied statistical fairness constraints across two protected populations (we focus
on the “equal opportunity” constraint of [18], which enforces equalized false positive rates or false negative
rates, but our techniques also apply to other statistical fairness constraints like “statistical parity” [12]). In
particular, we ask for algorithms that satisfy these constraints (with respect to the unknown underlying distribution) at every round of the learning procedure. The result is that the fairness constraints restrict how
our algorithms can explore, not just how they can exploit, which makes the problem of fairness-constrained
online learning substantially different from in the batch setting. The main question that we explore in this
paper is: “how much does the constraint of fairness impact the regret bound of learning algorithms?”

1.1 Our Model and Results
In our setting, there is an unknown distribution D over examples, which are triples (x̂, a, y) ∈ X ×{−1, 1}×
{−1, 1}. Here x̂ ∈ X represents a vector of features in some arbitrary feature space, a ∈ A = {±1} is
the group to which this example belongs (which we also call the sensitive feature), and y ∈ Y = {±1} is a
binary label. We write x to denote a pair (x̂, a) – the set of all features (including the sensitive one) that the
learner has access to.
In each round t, our learner selects hypotheses from a hypothesis class H consisting of functions h :
X × A → Y recommending an action (or label) as a function of the features (potentially including the
sensitive feature). We take the positive label to be the one that corresponds to observing feedback (hiring
a worker, admitting a student, approving a loan, releasing an inmate, etc.) We allow algorithms which
randomize over H. Let ∆(H) be the set of probability distributions over H. We refer to a π ∈ ∆(H) as a
convex combination of classifiers.
Definition 1.1 (False positive rate) For a fixed distribution D on examples, we define the false positive rate
(FPR) of a convex combination of classifiers π ∈ ∆(H) on group j ∈ {±1} to be


F P Rj (π) = P(π(x) = +1|a = j, y = −1) = E
P (h(x) = +1|a = j, y = −1) .
h∼π (x,y)∼D

We denote the difference between false positive rates between populations as
∆F P R (π) := F P R1 (π) − F P R−1 (π).
The fairness constraint we impose on our classifiers in this paper asks that false positive rates be approximately equalized across populations at every round t. Throughout, analogous results hold for false negative
rates. These constraints were called equal opportunity constraints in [18].
Definition 1.2 (γ-equalized rates [18]) Fix a distribution D. A convex combination π ∈ ∆(H) satisfies the
γ-equalized false positive rate (γ-EFP) constraint if |∆F P R (π)| ≤ γ. We informally use the term γ-fair to
refer to such a classifier or combination of classifiers.
(As we will see in Definition 2.1, we will actually allow our algorithm a tiny probability of ever breaking
the fairness constraint.)
Note that the fairness constraint is defined with respect to the true underlying distribution D. One of the
primary difficulties we face is that in early rounds, the learner has very little information about D, and yet is
required to satisfy the fairness constraint with respect to D.
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It is straightforward to see (and a consequence of a more general lower bound that we prove) that a
γ-fair algorithm cannot in general achieve non-trivial regret to the set of γ-fair convex combinations of
classifiers, because of ongoing statistical uncertainty about the fairness level for all non-trivial classifiers.
Thus throughout this paper, our goal is to minimize our regret to the γ-fair convex combination of classifiers
that has the lowest classification error on D, while guaranteeing that our algorithm only deploys convex
combinations of classifiers that guarantee fairness level γ ′ for some γ ′ > γ. Clearly, the optimal regret
bound will necessarily be a function of the gap (γ ′ − γ), and one of our aims is to characterize this tradeoff.
An initial approach. Even absent fairness constraints, the problem of learning from partial feedback
is challenging and has been studied under the name “apple tasting”[19]. Via standard techniques, it can
be reduced to a contextual bandit problem [4]. Therefore, an initial approach starts with the observation
(Lemma B.1) that although the set of “fair distributions over classifiers” is continuously large, the “fair
empirical risk minimization” problem only has a single constraint, and so we may without loss of generality
consider distributions over hypotheses H that have support of size 2. By an appropriate discretization, this
allows us to restrict attention to a finite net of classifiers whenever H itself is finite. From this observation,
one could employ a simple strategy to obtain an information theoretic result: pair an “exploration” round in
which all examples are classified as positive (so as to gather label information and rule out classifiers that
substantially violate the fairness constraints on the gathered data), with an “exploitation” round in which
a generic contextual bandits algorithm like a variant of EXP4 [3, 6] is run over the surviving finite (but
exponentially large) number of empirically fair distributions from the net. This simple approach yields the
following bound: For any parameter α ∈ [0.25, 0.5], there is an algorithm that obtains a regret bound of
O(T 2α ) to the best γ fair classifier while satisfying a γ ′ -fairness constraint at every round with a gap of
(γ ′ − γ) = O(T −α ).
Our results. We show that the tradeoff achieved by the inefficient algorithm is tight by proving a lower
bound in Section 4. Given this result, the main focus will be on a computationally efficient upper bound.
The main disadvantage of the simple bandits reduction above is that it is tremendously computationally
expensive. In some sense, this is unavoidable, because we measure the regret of our learner with respect
to 0/1 classification error, which is computationally hard to minimize, even for very simple classes H (see,
e.g., [22, 16, 11]). However, we can still hope to give an oracle efficient algorithm for our problem. This
approach — which is common in the contextual bandits literature — assumes access to an “oracle” which
can in polynomial time solve the empirical risk minimization problem over H (absent fairness constraints),
and is an attractive way to isolate the “hard part” of the problem that is often tractable in practice. Our main
result, which we devote the body of the paper to, is to show that access to such an oracle is sufficient to give
a polynomial time algorithm for the fairness-constrained learning problem, matching the simple information
theoretically optimal bounds described above. To do this, we use two tools. At a high level, our strategy is
to apply the oracle efficient stochastic contextual bandit algorithm from [2]. In order to do this, we need to
supply it with an offline learning oracle for the set of classifiers that can with high probability be certified
to satisfy our fairness constraints given the data so far. We construct an approximate oracle for this problem
(given a learning oracle for H) using the oracle-efficient reduction for offline fair classification from [1]. We
need to overcome a number of technical difficulties stemming from the fact that the fair oracle that we can
construct is only an approximate empirical risk minimizer — whereas the oracle assumed in [2] is exact.
Moreover, the algorithm from [2] assumes a finite hypothesis class, whereas we need to obtain no regret to
a continuous family of distributions over hypotheses. The final result is an oracle-efficient algorithm trading
off between regret and fairness, allowing for a regret bound of O(T 2α ) to the best γ fair classifier while
3

satisfying γ ′ -fairness at every round, with a gap of γ ′ − γ = O(T −α ) for α ∈ [0.25, 5].

1.2 Additional Related Work
This paper builds upon two lines of work in the fair machine learning literature. The bulk of this literature
studies batch classification problems under a variety of statistical fairness constraints that fix some statistic of
interest and then ask that it be approximately equalized across protected sub-populations. Popular statistics
include raw classification rates [8, 23, 15] (also known as statistical parity [12]), positive predictive value
[24, 9], and false positive and false negative rates (also known as equal opportunity) [24, 9, 18] . See [5]
for more examples. One of the main attractions of this family of constraints is that they can generally be
enforced in the batch setting without the need to make any assumptions about the data distribution.
There is also a literature on fair online classification and regression in the contextual bandit setting
[20, 21, 25]. These papers have studied the achievable regret when the learning algorithm must satisfy
a fairness constraint at every round, as we require in this paper. However, previous work has demanded
stringent individual fairness constraints that bind on particular pairs of individuals, rather than just the
average behavior of the classifier over large groups (as statistical fairness constraints do). As a result,
strong realizability assumptions had to be made in order to derive non-trivial regret bounds (and even in
the realizable setting, simple concept classes like conjunctions were shown to necessitate an exponentially
slower learning rate when paired with individual fairness constraints [20]). Our paper interpolates between
these two literatures: we ask for statistical fairness constraints to be enforced at every round of a learning
procedure, and show that in this case, even without any assumptions at all, the effect of the fairness constraint
on the achievable regret bound is mild.
Recently, [7] considered the problem of enforcing statistical fairness in a full information online learning
setting, but from a very different perspective. They showed that in the adversarial setting, it can be impossible to satisfy equalized false positive and false negative rate constraints averaged over history, even when
the adversary is constrained so that each individual classifier in the hypothesis class individually satisfies
the constraint. In contrast, they show that it is possible to do this for the equalized error rates constraint.
Our setting is quite different: on the one hand, we require that our algorithm satisfy its fairness constraint at
every round, not just on average over the history, and we work in a partial information setting. On the other
hand, we assume that examples are drawn from a distribution, rather than being adversarially chosen.

2 Additional Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we assume +1, −1 ∈ H, where +1 and −1 are the two constant classifiers (that is,
+1(x) = 1 and −1(x) = −1 for all x). In some cases, we will additionally assume +a, −a ∈ H, where
+a and −a are the identity function (and its negation) on the sensitive feature (that is, +a(x̂, a) = a and
−a(x̂, a) = −a for all x̂, a).
The Online Setting:

The learner interacts with the environment as follows.
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Online Learning in Our Partial Feedback Setting
for t = 1, ..., T do
Learner chooses a convex combination πt ∈ ∆(H).
Environment draws (xt , yt ) ∼ D independently; learner observes xt .
Learner labels the point ŷt = ht (xt ), where ht ∼ πt .
if ŷt = +1 then
Learner observes yt .
We measure a learner’s performance using 0-1 loss, ℓ(ŷt , yt ) = 1 [ŷt 6= yt ]. Given a class of distributions P over H ⊆ H and a sequence of T examples, the optimal convex combination of hypotheses from H
in hindsight is
T
X
∗
E [ℓ(h(xt ), yt )].
π (P) = argmin
π∈P

t=1

h∼P

A learner’s (pseudo)-regret with respect to P is
Regret =

T
X
t=1

E
(xt ,yt )∼D

[ℓ(h(xt ), yt )] −

T
X
t=1

E
(xt ,yt )∼D h∼π ∗ (P)

[ℓ(h(xt ), yt )].

In particular, when P = {π ∈ ∆(H) : π satisfies γ-EFP}, we call this the learner’s γ-EFP regret.
Finally, we ask for online learning algorithms that satisfy the following notion of fairness:
Definition 2.1 (A γ-EFP(δ) online learning algorithm) An online learning algorithm is said to satisfy γEFP(δ) fairness (for δ ∈ [0, 1]) if, with probability 1 − δ over the draw of {(xt , at , yt )}Tt=1 ∼ D T , simultaneously for all t ∈ [T ]: πt satisfies γ-EFP.
Cost Sensitive Classification Algorithms: In this paper, we aim to give oracle-efficient online learning
algorithms — that is, algorithms that run in polynomial time per round, assuming access to an oracle which
can solve the corresponding offline empirical risk minimization problem. Concretely, we assume oracles for
solving cost sensitive classification (CSC) problems over H, which are defined by a set of examples xj and
+1
a set of weights c−1
j , cj ∈ R corresponding to the cost of a negative and positive classification respectively.
+1 n
Definition 2.2 Given an instance of a CSC problem S = {xj , c−1
j , cj }j=1 , a CSC oracle O for H rePn
(h(xj ))
. From these oracles, we will construct ν-approximate CSC
turns O(S) ∈ arg minh∈H
j=1 cj
oracles that may have restricted ranges Π ⊆ ∆(H). Such oracles return Oν (S) = π ∈ Π such that
P
P
(h(x ))
(h(x ))
Eh∼π [ nj=1 cj j ] ≤ arg minπ∈Π Eh∼π [ nj=1 cj j ] + ν.

From “Apple Tasting” to Contextual Bandits: Online classification problems under the feedback model
we study were first described as “Apple Tasting” problems [19]. The algorithm’s loss at each round accumulates according to the following loss matrix:
L = ŷ = +1
ŷ = −1

y = +1
0
1
5

y = −1
1
,
0

but feedback is only observed for positive classifications (when ŷ = +1). This is a different feedback model
than the more commonly studied contextual bandits setting. In that setting, feedback is instead observed for
whatever action is taken: i.e. for either a positive or a negative classification. We briefly recall the contextual
bandits setting below, for an arbitrary loss function:
Online Learning in the Contextual Bandits Setting
for t = 1, ..., T do
Learner chooses a convex combination πt ∈ ∆(H).
Environment draws (xt , yt ) ∼ D independently, learner observes xt .
Learner labels the point ŷt = ht (xt ), where ht ∼ πt .
Learner observes loss ℓ(ŷt , yt ) ∈ [0, 1].

It is nevertheless straightforward to transform the apple tasting setting into the contextual bandits setting
(similar observations have been previously made [4]).
Proposition 2.3 Given an algorithm for online learning in the contextual bandits setting with regret guarantee Regret(T ) with probability 1 − δ, one can construct an algorithm for online learning in the apple
tasting setting (our partial feedback model) guaranteeing regret 2Regret(T ) with probability 1 − δ.

3 An Oracle-Efficient Algorithm
Our algorithm proceeds in two phases. First, during the first T0 rounds, the algorithm performs pure exploration and always predicts +1 to collect labelled data. Because constant classifiers exactly equalize the
false positive rates across populations, the exploration round satisfies our fairness constraint. The algorithm
will then use the collected data set to form empirical false positive rate fairness constraints, which we use
to define our construction of a fair CSC oracle, given a CSC oracle unconstrained by fairness. Then, in the
remaining rounds, we will run an adaptive contextual bandit algorithm that minimizes cumulative regret,
while satisfying the empirical fairness constraint at every round.
We make two mild assumptions to simplify our analysis and the statement of our final bounds:
Assumption 3.1 Negative examples from each of the two protected groups have constant probability mass:
Pr[a = 1, y = −1], Pr[a = −1, y = −1] ∈ Ω(1).
Assumption 3.2 The hypothesis class H contains the two constant classifiers and the identity function and
its negation on the protected attribute: {+1, −1, +a, −a} ⊆ H.
Our main theorem is as follows:
Theorem 3.3 For any H satisfying Assumption 3.2 and data distribution satisfying Assumption 3.1, there
exists an oracle-efficient algorithm that takes parameters δ ∈ [0, √1T ] and γ ≥ 0 as input and satisfies
√

(γ + O(ln(|H|T /δ)/T 1/4 )))-EFP(δ) fairness and has an expected regret at most Õ
T ln(|H|/δ) with
respect to the class of γ-EFP fair policies.
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Remark 3.4 We state our theorem
in what we believe is the most attractive parametric regime: when it can
√
obtain a regret bound of O( T ). But it is straightforward, by modifying the length of the exploration round,
to obtain a more general tradeoff—a regret bound of O(T 2α ) with respect to the set of γ-EFP fair policies,
while satisfying (γ + O(T −α ))-EFP(δ) fairness, for any α ∈ [1/4, 1/2]. This tradeoff is tight, as we show
in Section 4.
Algorithm.

The outline of our algorithm is as follows.

1. Label the first T0 arrivals as ŷt = 1; observe their true labels.
2. Based on this data, construct an efficient FairCSC oracle. The oracle will be given a cost-sensitive
classification objective. It returns an approximately-optimal convex combination π of hypotheses
subject to the linear constraint of (γ + T −1/4 )-EFP on the empirical distribution of data. We show the
algorithm can be implemented to always return a member of Π, defined to be the set of mixtures on
H with support size two whose empirical fairness on the exploration data is at most γ + Õ(T −1/4 ).
3. Instantiate a bandit algorithm with policy class Π. The bandit algorithm, a modification of [2], is
described in detail in the next sections. In order to select its hypotheses, the bandit algorithm makes
calls to the FairCSC oracle we implemented above.
4. For the remaining rounds t > T0 , choose labels ŷt selected by the bandit algorithm and provide
feedback to the bandit algorithm via the reduction given by Proposition 2.3.
Analysis.

In the remainder of this section, we present our analysis in three main steps.

• First, we study the empirical fairness constraint given by the data collected during the exploration
phase and give a reduction from a cost-sensitive classification problem subject to the fairness constraint to a standard cost-sensitive classification problem absent the constraint, based on [1]. We
further provide a fair approximate CSC oracle that returns a sparse solution, a distribution over H
with support size of at most 2.
• Next, we present the algorithm run in the second phase: at each round t > T0 , the algorithm makes
a prediction based on a randomized policy πt ∈ ∆(H), which is a solution to a feasibility program
given by [2]. We show how to rely on an approximate fair CSC oracle to solve this program efficiently.
Consequently, we generalize the results of [2] to the setting in which the given oracle may only
optimize the cost sensitive objective approximately. This may be of independent interest.
• Finally, we provide the regret analysis for the algorithm by bounding the deviation between the algorithm’s empirical regret and true expected regret. This in particular requires uniform convergence
over the entire class of fair randomized policies, which we show by leveraging the sparsity of the fair
distributions.
We now give the formal proof of Theorem 3.3, citing the results described above that will be proved in
the next sections.
p
Proof 3.5 (Proof of Theorem 3.3) We set T0 = Θ( T ln |H|/δ). First, Lemma 3.6 shows that given our
empirical EFP constraint, there exists an optimal policy of support size at most 2. Next, Lemma 3.7 shows
that, with probability 1 − δ over arrivals 1, . . . , T0 , all convex combinations π ∈ Π satisfy γ̂-EFP for
7


p
γ̂ = γ + β, β := O
ln(|H|/δ)/T 1/4 . It also implies that the optimal γ-fair policy is in the class.
Theorem 3.8 shows that, given a CSC oracle for H, we can implement an efficient approximate CSC oracle
for this class Π. Theorem 3.14 shows that, given an approximate CSC oracle for any class, thereis an
√
efficient bandit algorithm that plays from this class and achieves expected regret O ln (|H|T /δ) T .
Fairness: In the first T0 rounds we play +1 which is 0-fair, and in the remaining rounds we play only
policies from Π. With probability 1 − δ over the exploration data, every member of Π is (γ + β)-fair.
Regret: The algorithm’s regret is at most T0 plus its regret, on rounds T0 + 1, . . . , T , to the optimal
policy in Π. By Proposition 2.3, thisis at most twice the bandit algorithm’s regret on those rounds. So
√
our expected regret totals at most O ln (|H|T /δ) T to the best policy in Π. With probability 1 − δ,
Π contains the optimal γ-fair classifier; with the remaining probability, the algorithm’s regret to the best
γ-fair classifier can be bounded by T . Choosing δ ≤ √1T gives the result.

3.1 Step 1: Constructing a Fair CSC Oracle From Exploration Data
0
Let SE denote the set of T0 labeled examples {zi = (xi , ai , yi )}Ti=1
collected from the initial exploration
phase, and let DE denote the empirical distribution over SE . We will use DE as a proxy for the true distribution to form an empirical fairness constraint. To support the learning algorithm in the second phase, we
need to construct an oracle that solves CSC problems subject to the empirical fairness constraint. Formally,
(−1) (+1)
an instance of the FairCSC problem for the class H is given by a set of n tuples {(xj , cj , cj )}nj=1
as before, along with a fairness parameter γ and an approximation parameter ν. We would like solve the
following fair CSC problem:


n
X
(h(x ))
cj j  such that |∆F P R (π, DE )| ≤ γ
min E 
(1)

π∈∆(H) h∼π

j=1

where ∆F P R (π, DE ) = F P R1 (π, DE ) − F P R−1 (π, DE ) and each F P Rj (π, DE ) denotes the false positive rate of π on distribution DE . We show a useful structural property that there always exists an optimal
solution for any such FairCSC problem that has small support; the proof appears in Appendix B.1.

Lemma 3.6 There exists an optimal solution for the FairCSC that is a distribution over H with support size
no greater than 2.
We therefore consider the set of sparse convex combinations:
Π = {π ∈ ∆(H) | Supp(π) ≤ 2,

|∆F P R (π, DE )| ≤ γ + β}

and focus on algorithms that only play policies from Π and measure their performance with respect to Π. For
any π ∈ Π, we will write π(h) to denote the probability π places on h. Applying a standard concentration
inequality, we can show that each policy in Π is also approximately fair with respect to the underlying
distribution.
√ p
Lemma 3.7 With probability 1 − δ, as long as T0 ≥ c T ln(|H|/δ) for some universal constant c > 0,
we have the following. First,
Π satisfies γ + 2β-EFP, and second, every support-2 γ-EFP
p every policy in 
1/4
,
ln(|H|/δ)/T
policy is in Π, for β = O
8

We provide a reduction from FairCSC problems to standard CSC problems as follows: 1) We first apply
a standard transformation on the input CSC objective to derive an equivalent weighted classification prob(−1)
(+1)
lem, in which each example j has importance weight |cj
− cj |. 2) We then run the fair classification
algorithm due to [1] that solves the weighted classification problem approximately using a polynomal number of CSC oracle calls. 3) Finally, we follow an approach similar to that of [10] to shrink the support size of
the solution returned by the fair classification algorithm down to at most 2, which can be done in polynomial
time.
Theorem 3.8 (Reduction from FairCSC to CSC) For any 0 < ν < γ/2, there exists an oracle-efficient
algorithm that calls a CSC oracle for H at most O(1/ν 2 ) times and computes a solution π̂ ∈ ∆(H) that
has a support size of at most 2, satisfies γ-EFP, and has total cost




n
n
X
X
h(x ,a )
h(x ,a )
cj j j  ≤ min E 
cj j j  + ǫ
E 
h∼π̂

with ǫ = 4ν

Pn

(−1)
j=1 |cj

(+1)

− cj

π∈Π h∼π

j=1

j=1

|.

3.2 Step 2: The Adaptive Learning Phase
Overview of bandit algorithm. In the second phase, rounds t > T0 , we utilize a bandit algorithm to
make predictions. We now describe the algorithm, which closely follows the ILOVETOCONBANDITS
algorithm by [2] but with important modifications that are necessary to handle approximation error in the
FairCSC oracle.
At each round t > T0 , the bandit algorithm produces a distribution Qt over policies π. Each policy π is
a convex combination of two classifiers in H and satisfies approximate fairness. The algorithm then draws
π from Qt , draws h from π, and labels ŷt = h(xt ). To choose Qt , the algorithm places some constraints on
Q and runs a short coordinate descent algorithm to find a Q satisfying those constraints. Finally, it mixes in
a small amount of the uniform distribution over labels (which can be realized by mixing between +1 and
−1). We will see that the constraints, called the feasibility program, correspond to roughly bounding the
expected regret of the algorithm along with bounding the variance in regret of each possible π.
Feasibility program. To describe the feasibility program, we first introduce some notation. For each t,
we will write pt to denote the probability that prediction ŷt is selected by the learner, and for each policy
π ∈ Π, let
t

L̂t (π) =

1 X Pr[π(xs ) = as ]
ℓs
,
t s=1
ps

L(π) =

E
(x,a,y)∼D

h

i
E [1[π(x) 6= y]]
π

denote the estimated average loss given by the inverse propensity score (IPS) estimator and true expected
loss for π, respectively. Similarly, let
d t (π) = L̂t (π) − min L̂t (π ′ ),
Reg
′

Reg(π) = L(π) − min
L(π ′ ),
′

π ∈Π

π ∈Π

denote the estimated average regret and the true expected regret. In order to bound the variance of the IPS
estimators, we will ensure that the learner predicts each label with minimum probability µt at each round t.
9

In particular, given a solution Q for the program and a minimum probability parameter µt , the learner will
predict according to the mixture distribution Qµt (· | x):
Z
µt
Q(π) Pr[π(x) = ŷ]
Q (ŷ | x) = µt + (1 − 2µt )
π∈Π

Note that this can be represented as a convex combination of classifiers from H since we assume that
d (π)
Reg

+1 ∈ H. We define for each π ∈ Π, bt (π) = 4(e−2)µt t ln(T ) , and also initialize b0 (π) = 0.
We describe the feasibility problem solved at each step. The approach and analysis directly follow and
extend that of [2]. In that work, the first step at each round is to compute the best policy so far, which lets
d t (π) and bt (π) for any policy π. Here, our FairCSC oracle only computes approximate
us compute Reg
solutions, and so we can only compute regret relative to the approximately best policy so far, which leads to
g t (π) and b̃t (π). Then, our algorithm solves the same feasibility program
corresponding approximations Reg
(although a few more technicalities must be handled): given history Ht (in the second phase) and minimum
probability µt , find a probability distribution Q over Π such that
Z
Q(π)b̃t−1 (π) ≤ 4
(Low regret)
π∈Π


1
≤ 4 + b̃t−1 (π)
(Low variance)
∀π ∈ Π :
E
µ
x∼Ht Q t (π(x) | x)
Intuitively, the
√ first constraint ensures that the estimated regret (based on historical data) of the solution
is at most Õ(1/ t). The second constraint bounds the variance of the resulting IPS loss estimator for
policies in Π, which in turn allows us to bound the deviation between the empirical regret and the true regret
for each policy over time. Importantly, we impose a tighter variance constraint on policies that have lower
empirical regret so far, which prioritizes the regret estimation for the “good” policies thus far.
To solve the feasibility program using our FairCSC oracle, we will run a coordinate descent algorithm
(full description in Section B.3). Over iterations, the algorithm maintains and updates a vector Q of nonnegative weights that may sum to less than one; at the end, the remaining probability mass is placed on the
empirically best policy π̂ t (computed using a single call of FairCSC). At each iteration, the algorithm first
checks whether the current Q violates the regret constraint; if so, the algorithm will shrink all the weights to
meet the regret constraint. If the regret constraint is satisfied, the algorithm will then find the policy π such
that its variance constraint is most violated, which can be identified using a single call of FairCSC oracle
by the result of [2]. If the constraint violation is above 0, the algorithm increases the weight Q(π). The
algorithm halts when all of constraints are satisfied. Lastly, the distribution output by this computation is
then mixed with a small amount of the uniform distribution µt over labels.
Via a potential argument similar to the one of [2], we can show that the algorithm halts in a small number
of iterations. We will also bound the additional error in the output solution due to the approximation in the
FairCSC oracle. In the following, let Λ0 = 0 and for any t ≥ 1,
Λt :=

ν
.
4(e − 2)µ2t ln(T )

where ν is the approximation parameter of the FairCSC oracle.
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Lemma 3.9 Algorithm 1 halts in a number of iterations (and oracle calls) that is polynomial in
outputs a weight vector Q, then it is a probability distribution and the following hold:
Z
Q(π)(4 + bt−1 (π)) ≤ 4 + Λt
π∈Π


1
∀π ∈ Π :
E
≤ 4 + bt−1 (π) + Λt .
x∼Ht Qµt (π(x) | x)

1
µt ,

and

3.3 Step 3: Regret Analysis
The key step in our regret analysis is to establish a tight relationship between the estimated √
regret and the
d
true expected regret and show that for any π ∈ Π, Reg(π) ≤ 2Reg(π) + ǫt , with ǫt = Õ(1/ t). The final
regret guarantee then essentially follows from the guarantee of Lemma 3.9 that the estimated regret of our
policy is bounded by Õ (1/t) with proper setting of µt .
d t (π), we need to bound the variance of our IPS estimaTo bound the deviation between Reg(π) and Reg
tors. Let us define the following for any probability distribution P over Π, π ∈ Π,




1
1
V (P, π, µ) := E
V̂t (P, π, µ) := E
x∼D P µ (π(x) | x)
x∼Ht P µ (π(x) | x)
Recall that through the feasibility program, we can directly bound V̂t (Qt , π, µt ) for each round. However, to apply a concentration inequality on the IPS estimator, we need to bound the population variance
V (Qt , π, µt ). We do that through a deviation bound between V̂t (Qt , π, µt ) and V (Qt , π, µt ) for all π ∈ Π.
In particular, we rely on the sparsity on Π and apply a covering argument. Let Πη ⊂ Π denote an η-cover
such that for every π in Π, minπ′ ∈Πη kπ(h) − π ′ (h)k∞ ≤ η for any h ∈ H. Since Π consists of distributions
with support size at most 2, we can take the cardinality of Πη to be bounded by ⌈|H|2 /η⌉.
Claim 3.10 Let P be any distribution over the policy set Π, and let π be any policy in Π. Then there exists
η
.
π ′ ∈ Πη such that |V (P, π, µ) − V (P, π ′ , µ)|, |V̂t (P, π, µ) − V̂t (P, π ′ , µ)| ≤ µ(µ+η)
Lemma 3.11 Suppose that µt ≥

q

ln(2|Πη |t2 /δ)
,t
2t

≥ 8 ln(2|Πη |t2 /δ). Then with probability 1 − δ,

V (P, π, µt ) ≤ 6.4V̂t (P, π, µt ) + 162.6 +

2η
µt (µt + η)

Next we bound the deviation between the estimated loss and true expected loss for every all π ∈ Π.
Lemma 3.12 Assume that the algorithm solves the per-round feasibility program with accuracy guarantee
of Lemma 3.9. With probability at least 1 − δ, we have for all t ∈ [T ] all policies π ∈ Π, λ ∈ [0, µt ], and
t ≥ 8 ln(2|Πη |t2 /δ),


! ln |Πη |T
t 
X
δ
2η
1
+
6.4bs−1 (π) + 6.4Λs−1 +
|L(π) − L̂t (π)| ≤ (e − 2)λ 188.2 +
t
µs (µs + η)
λt
s=1

d t (π), we will set η = 1/T 2 , µt =
To bound the difference between Reg(π) and Reg
approximation parameter ν of FairCSC to be 1/T .
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3.2 ln(|Πη |T /δ)
√
t

the

Lemma 3.13 Assume that the algorithm solves the per-round feasibility program with the accuracy guarantee of Lemma 3.9. With probability at least 1 − δ, we have for all t ∈ [T ] all policies π ∈ Π, and for all
t ≥ 8 ln(2|H|2 T 3 /δ),

with ǫt =

d t (π) + ǫt ,
Reg(π) ≤ 2Reg

and

1000 ln(|H|2 T 2 /δ)
√
.
t

d t (π) ≤ 2Reg(π) + ǫt
Reg

Theorem 3.14 The bandit algorithm, given access
to an approximate-CSC
oracle, runs in time polynomial

√ 
in T and achieves expected regret at most O ln(|H|T /δ) T .

√
Proof 3.15 The cumulative regret of the first T1 = 8 ln(2|H|2 T 3 /δ) rounds is trivially bounded by O( T ln(|H|T /δ)).
For each of the remaining rounds, we can use Lemma 3.13 to first bound the per-round regret of the sequence
of Qt as
Z
Z
d
Qt−1 (π)Reg(π)
+ ǫt−1
Qt (π)Reg(π) ≤ 2
π∈Π

π∈Π

By the guarantee√ofLemma 3.9, we can further bound the right hand side by (4(e − 2)µt−1 ln(T )) Λt−1 ≤
we see that the cumulative expected regret of the sequence of
O ln(|H|T /δ)/ t . Summing over rounds,
√ 
Qt ’s is bounded by O ln(|H|T /δ) T . Finally, we need to take into account the µt mixture of uniform pre
√ 
diction at each round, which incurs an additional cumulative regret of no more than O ln(|H|T /δ) T .

4 Lower Bound
In this section we show that the tradeoff that our algorithm exhibits between its regret bound and the “fairness
gap” γ ′ − γ (i.e. our algorithm is γ ′ -fair, but competes with the best γ-fair classifier when measuring regret)
is optimal. We do this by constructing a lower bound instance consisting of two very similar distributions,
D1 and D2 defined as a function of our algorithm’s fairness target γ. The instance is defined over a simple
hypothesis class H. H contains the two constant classifiers (−1 and +1), and a pair of classifiers (h1 and
h2 ) that each guarantee low error on both distributions, but only satisfy the 0-EFP constraint on one of the
two.
Informally, we first prove that the two distributions cannot be distinguished for at least Θ( γ12 ) rounds.
We then argue that any algorithm satisfying our γ-EFP(δ) constraint must play −1 or +1 with substantial
probability over these initial rounds in order to guarantee that it does not violate its fairness guarantee on
either D1 or D2 . But this implies incurring constant regret per round during this phase, which leads to our
lower bound.
√
Theorem 4.1 Fix any α ∈ (0, 0.5) and let T ≥ α 16. Fix any δ ≤ 0.24. There exists a policy class H
−α
containing {±1} such that any algorithm satisfying a T
 -EFP(δ) fairness constraint has expected regret
2α
with respect to the set of 0-EFP fair policies of Ω T
.
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A

Proof of Proposition 2.3

Proof A.1 (Proof of Proposition 2.3) Consider the following transformed loss matrix:
y = +1
0
L̃ = ŷ = +1
ŷ = −1
1

y = −1
2
1

Given an online learning with partial feedback problem, we instantiate the bandit algorithm and always play
the action it recommends. We then provide the algorithm with its feedback L̃ŷt ,yt . This is possible because if
ŷ t = +1 then we observe y t , and if not then the feedback is 1 regardless of the unobserved value of y t . For
a sequence of arrivals S = {(xt , y t )}Tt=1 , let m(S) be the number of arrivals with y t = −1. Let L(π, S) =
P
t
t=1 Lŷ t ,y t and similarly for L̃(π, S). Then we have for all π, S that L̃(π, S) = L(π, S) + m(S). In other
words, on each round where y t = 1, a prediction experiences the same loss under L and under L̃; and on
each round where y t = −1, the loss is exactly one larger in the bandit setting. This difference does not
depend on the prediction of the hypothesis, therefore every policy’s total loss under the bandit loss is exactly
m(S) larger than under the original loss.
It follows that our algorithm’s regret is exactly equal to the bandit algorithm’s. Finally, a bookkeeping
note: in order that losses be bounded in [0, 1], we must repeat the above argument using 0.5L̃ in place of L̃,
which simply scales the bandit algorithm’s regret by 0.5 relative to our algorithm’s.

B Missing Proofs for Section 3
B.1

Proof of Lemma B.1

In this subsection, we establish a useful structural property for the general problem minimizing linear loss
function subject to fairness constraints. This in turn provides a proof for Lemma B.1. In particular, given a
hypothesis class H, and a training set of labelled samples S, vectors a, b ∈ R|H| , consider the problem:
min

a⊺ x

x∈∆(|H|)

subject to b⊺ x ≤ γ

b⊺ x ≥ −γ

Note that both the problem of weighted classification or cost-sensitive classification can be viewed as an
instantiation of the linear program defined above. The sparsity in the solution will be useful in our analysis.
Theorem B.1 In the linear program above, there exists an optimal solution that is a distribution over H
with support size no greater than 2.
Proof B.2 Consider the following embedding of H in R2 : ∀h ∈ H : φ(h) = (ah , bh ). Let A = {φ(h) | π ∈
H}. Then the optimization problem can be written as the following problem over the convex hull conv(A):
minimize
(z1 ,z2 )∈conv(A)

z1
z2 ≤ γ

subject to

z2 ≥ −γ
15

Note there exists an optimal solution z ∗ that lies on an edge of the polytope defined by conv(A). This
means z ∗ is either a vertex of conv(A) or can be written as a convex combination of two vertices of conv(A),
say z ′ and z ′′ . In the former case, z ∗ can be induced by a single hypothesis h∗ ∈ H, and in the latter case
we know there exist h′ , h′′ ∈ H such that z ′ = φ(h′ ) and z ′′ = φ(h′′ ). This means the optimal solution z ∗
can be induced by a convex combination of hypotheses.
Then the result of Lemma B.1 follows immediately.

B.2

Proof of Theorem 3.8

0
Recall that we collect a set of T0 labeled examples {zi = (xi , ai , yi )}Ti=1
during the initial exploration phase,
and let DE denote the corresponding empirical distribution. Recall that H is a hypothesis class defined over
both the features and the protected group memberships. We assume that H contains a constant classifier
(which implies that there is at least one fair classifier to be found, for any distribution). To simplify notation,
we consider hypotheses that labels each example with either 0 or 1.
Suppose that we are given an instance of cost-sensitive classification instance (Xj , Cj1 , Cj0 ). We would
like to compute a distribution over classifiers from H that minimizes total cost subject to the false positive
rate fairness constraint. In particular, consider the following fair cost-sensitive classification (CSC) problem:


n
X
min E  (Cj1 h(Xj ) + Cj0 (1 − h(Xj )))
(2)

π∈∆(H) h∼π

such that ∀j ∈ {±1}

j=1

FPRj (π) − FPR−j (π) ≤ γ.

(3)

FPRj (π) = Eh∼π [FPRj (h)]. We will write OPTC to denote the objective value at the optimum for the
problem, that is the minimum cost achieved by a γ-EFP policy over distribution DE .
Equivalently, we can consider optimizing the following objective function:


n
X
Wi 1{h(Xj ) 6= Yj }
min E 
π∈∆(H) h∼π

j=1

where each Wj = |Cj0 − Cj1 |, Yj = 1 if Cj0 > Cj1 and Yj = 0 otherwise. To reduce the problem further to
the same formulation of [1], we consider objective with normalized weights


n
X
wj 1{h(Xj ) 6= Yj }
min E 
π∈∆(H) h∼π

j=1

P
P
such that each wj = Wj /( j Wj ). To simplify notation, we will write err(h, P) = nj=1 wj 1{h(Xj ) 6=
Yj }, and OPT to denote optimal objective subject to γ-EFP.
For each of the fairness constraint in (3), we will introduce a dual variable λj ≥ 0. This allows us to
define the partial Lagrangian of the problem:
X
L(π, λ) = E [err(h, P)] +
λj (FPRj (π) − FPR−j (π) − γ)
h∼π

j∈{±1}

By strong duality, we have
OPT = min max L(g, λ) = max min L(g, λ).
g∈∆(H) λ∈R2+

g∈∆(H) λ∈R2+
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where OPT is the optimal objective value of the ERM problem.
[1] provide an oracle-efficient algorithm for finding a ν-approximate saddle point (ĝ, λ̂) of the Lagrangian:
L(π̂, λ̂) ≤ L(g, λ̂) + ν

L(π̂, λ̂) ≥ L(π̂, λ) − ν

for all g ∈ ∆(H)
for all λ ∈ Λ

In their result, the algorithm restricts the dual space to be Λ = {kλk1 ≤ B | λ ∈ R2+ } for some sufficiently
large constant B. Their convergence rate and approximation parameter both depend on such C. We show
that under the assumption that H constains the two classifiers 1[a = j] for all j ∈ {±1}, it is sufficient to
set C = 2, and thus restrict the dual space to be
Λ = {kλk1 ≤ 2 | λ ∈ R2+ }
Consequently, we can use their algorithm to find a ν-approximate saddle point with only O
calls to the oracle CSC(H).

1
ν2



number of

Lemma B.3 (Follows from Theorem 1 of [1]) There is an oracle-efficient algorithm that computes a νapproximate saddle point for the restricted Lagranian with Λ{kλk1 ≤ 2 | λ ∈ R2+ }, using O 1/ν 2 calls
to a CSC oracle over H.
Moreover, the approximate saddle point provides an approximate solution for our problem.
Lemma B.4 Suppose that the class H contains the two classifiers 1[a = j] for all j and that (π̂, λ̂) is a
ν-approximate saddle point of the Lagrangian. Then the distribution π̂ satisfies
err(π̂, P) ≤ OPT + 2ν,

and

∀j ∈ {±1}

FPRj (ĝ) − FPR−j (ĝ) ≤ γ + 2ν.

Proof B.5 Let π ∗ be the optimal feasible solution for the fair ERM problem. First, by the definition of
approximate saddle point, we know that
err(π̂, P) = L(π̂, 0)

≤ max L(π̂, λ)
λ∈Λ

≤ L(π̂, λ̂) + ν

≤ min L(π, λ̂) + 2ν
π∈∆(H)

≤ L(π ∗ , λ̂) + 2ν = OPT + 2ν
where the equality follows from the fact that L(π ∗ , λ̂) = OPT.
Next, we will bound the fairness constraint violations. Suppose without loss of generality that the following fairness constraint is violated: FPR1 (π̂) − FPR−1 (π̂) = γ + α for some α ≥ 0. Let λ′ ∈ Λ such
that λ′1 = 2. Then
L(π̂, λ̂) + ν ≥ L(π̂, λ′ ) = err(π̂, P) + 2α
Thus, by the assumption of approximate saddle point,
err(π̂, P) ≤ L(π̂, λ̂) + ν − 2α ≤ L(π ∗ , λ̂) + 2ν − α = OPT + 2ν − 2α.
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Now consider a distribution π ′ that is defined as the mixture of
π ′ = (1 − α)π̂ + α1[a = −1].
This means
FPR1 (π ′ ) = (1 − α)FPR1 (π̂) + αFPR1 (1[a = −1]) = (1 − α)FPR1 (π̂)

FPR−1 (π ′ ) = (1 − α)FPR−1 (π̂) + αFPR−1 (1[a = −1]) = (1 − α)FPR−1 (π̂) + α
It follows that
FPR1 (π ′ ) − FPR−1 (π ′ ) = (1 − α)(γ + α) − α ≤ γ

which implies that π ′ is a feasible solution for the fair ERM problem. This implies that
err(π̂, P) ≥ err(π ′ , P) − α ≥ OPT − α
Thus, we have OPT + 2ν − 2α ≥ OPT − α, which implies that α ≤ 2ν. This completes the proof.
To facilitate our analysis, we would like a solution π̂ that satisfies the fairness cosntraint without any violation. To achieve this, we simply tighten the constraint by an amount of 2ν and compute the ν-approximate
saddle point for the tightened Lagrangian, replacing γ with γ ′ = γ−2ν. We also need ensure such tightening
of the constraint does not severely increase the resulting error.
Lemma B.6 (Bound on additional error from tightening.) Suppose that γ > 2ν. Let OPT′ be the objective value at the optimum for the tighted optimization problem:


n
X
wj 1{h(Xj ) 6= Yj }
min E 
π∈∆(H) h∼π

such that ∀j ∈ {±1}

j=1

FPRj (π) − FPR−j (π) ≤ γ − 2ν

Then as long as that the class H contains the two classifiers 1[a = j] for both j ∈ {±1}, OPT′ − OPT ≤
2ν.
Proof B.7 Let π ∗ be an optimal solution to the original (un-tightened) problem. Suppose without loss of
generality that the following fairness constraint is violated: FPR1 (π̂) − FPR−1 (π̂) ≥ 0. Now consider a
distribution π ′ that is defined as the mixture of
π ′ = (1 − 2ν)π ∗ + 2ν1[a = −1].
Consequently, we can write
FPR1 (π ′ ) = (1 − 2ν)FPR1 (π ∗ ) + 2νFPR1 (1[a = −1]) = (1 − 2ν)FPR1 (π ∗ )

FPR−1 (π ′ ) = (1 − 2ν)FPR−1 (π ∗ ) + 2νFPR−1 (1[a = −1]) = (1 − 2ν)FPR−1 (π ∗ ) + 2ν
It follows that
FPR1 (π ′ ) − FPR−1 (π ′ ) = (1 − 2ν)(γ + 2ν) − 2ν ≤ γ

which implies that π ′ is a feasible solution for the fair ERM problem. This implies that
err(π̂, P) ≥ err(π ′ , P) − 2ν ≥ OPT − 2ν
This completes the proof.
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Next, we translate the approximation guarantee for the normalized weighted classification problem to
the orginal cost-sensitive classification problem. This leads to our guarantee stated below.
Lemma B.8 For any 0 < ν < γ/2, there exists an oracle-efficient algorithm that calls CSC oracle over H
at most O(1/ν 2 ) times and computes a solution π̂ that satisfies γ-EFP and has total cost


n
X
E  (Cj1 h(Xj ) + Cj0 (1 − h(Xj ))) ≤ OPTC + ǫ
h∼π̂

with ǫ = 4ν

Pn

1
j=1 |Cj

j=1

− Cj0 |.

The result of Lemma B.8 shows a computationally efficient algorithm that returns an approximate CSC
solution with support size at most O(1/ν 2 ). Finally, we will shrink the support of the solution. To derive
a sparse-support solution, we consider a linear program that computes a probability distribution over the
support of π̂. Then we will compute a basic solution obtain the final sparse solution (e.g. by running a
variant of the ellipsoid algorithm [17]).
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B.3

Missing Details and Proofs in Section 3.2

Algorithm 1: Coordinate descent algorithm for solving the feasibility program
1

Input: history Ht from previous rounds; minimum probability µt ; target accuracy parameter ν
2 Initialize: Q = 0; Call FairCSC(ν) to compute the policy π0 that approximately minimizes L̂t (π)
(up to error ν).
for π ∈ Π do
Let
end
for π ∈ Π do

g t (π) = max{L̂t (π) − L̂t (π0 ), 0},
Reg

b̃t (π) =

g t (π)
Reg
4(e − 2)µt ln(T )

Vπ (Q) = E [1/Qµt (π(x) | x)]
x∼Ht


Sπ (Q) = E 1/Qµt (π(x) | x)2
x∼Ht

D̃π (Q) = Vπ (Q) − (4 + b̃t−1 (π))
3

4

end
R
if π∈Π Q(π)(4 + b̃π ) > 4 then
Replace Q by c Q with

c= R

4
<1
π Q(π)(4 + b̃t−1 (π))

end
if calling FairCSC(ν) for π approximating maxπ′ D̃π′ (Q), we have D̃π (Q) > 0 then
Add the following (positive) quantity to Q(π) while keeping all other weights unchanged:
απ (Q) =

5

Vπ (Q) + D̃π (Q)
2(1 − 2µt )Sπ (Q)

end
else
Halt. If the sum of the weights Q is smaller than 1, let Q place the remaining weight on π0 .
Output Q (note the algorithm will draw from Qµt ).
end

Proof B.9 (Proof of lemma 3.9) The first oracle call is used to approximately solve
t

arg min L̂t (π) = arg min
π

π

=

1 X Pr[π(xs ) = as ]
ℓs
t
Qs (as | xs )
s=1
t
X

1
arg min
π
µt
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s=1

µt ℓs Pr[π(xs ) = as ]
t
Qs (as | xs )

where, because Qs (a|x) is constrained to at least µs (which is decreasing in s), the argmin now has weights
summing to at most 1. Therefore the oracle, given ν, returns π̃ such that
min L̂t (π) ≤ L̂t (π̃) ≤ min L̂t (π) +
π

This implies that, for all π,

π

ν
.
µt

d t (π) ≥ Reg
g t (π) ≥ Reg
d t (π) − ν .
Reg
µt

This gives

bt (π) ≥ b̃t (π) ≥ bt (π) − Λt .
R
If the first condition is met and the algorithm halts, then Q(π)(4
+ b̃t (π)) ≤ 4, implying that the sum of
R
Q’s weights is at most 1 (since b̃t (π) ≥ 0), and implying that Q(π)(4 + bt (π)) ≤ 4 + Λt , which is the first
inequality.
Next, the oracle is called once per loop to request
arg max D̃π (Q) = arg max
π

π

t
X
s=1

1
− (4 + b̃t−1 (π))
tQµs s (as | xs )

g t (π) = 0 and otherwise. If 0, then we again obtain an additive
There are two cases, where Reg
mation. Otherwise, after dropping terms that don’t depend on π, we have
arg max
π

t
X
s=1

ν
µt

approxi-

1
ℓs Pr[π(xs ) = as ]
−
tQµs t (as | xs ) 4(e − 2)µt t ln(T )Qs (as | xs )

Scaling each term by 4(e − 2) ln(T )µ2t ensures that the sum of the weights is at most 1, implying that the
approximation we get is again an additive Λt . So if π is chosen by the algorithm, then maxπ′ D̃π′ (Q) ≥
D̃π (Q) ≥ D̃π′ (Q) − Λt . Plugging in the guarantee for bt , if we let Dπ (Q) = Vπ (Q) − (4 + bt−1 (π)), then
we get
Dπ∗ (Q) − Λt .
Dπ∗ (Q) + Λt ≥ D̃π (Q) ≥ max
max
∗
∗
π

π

So if the algorithm halts after obtaining π from the oracle with D̃π (Q) ≤ 0, then maxπ∗ Dπ∗ (Q) ≤ Λt ,
which implies the second guarantee.
To show convergence of the algorithm, consider the following potential function
R
Q(π)b̃t−1 (π)
EHt [RE(U2 kQµt (· | x))]
Φ(Q) =
+ π∈Π
1 − 2µt
4
where U2 denotes the uniform distribution over the two predictions and RE(pkq) denotes the unnormalized
relative entropy between two nonnegative vectors p and q in R2 (over the two predictions):
X
RE(pkq) =
(pŷ ln(pŷ /qŷ ) + qŷ − pŷ ) .
ŷ∈{±1}

R
First, we note that any renormalization step does not increase potential, i.e. letting c = 4/ π Q(π)(4 +
b̃t (π), if c < 1 (which is equivalent to the update condition) then Φ(cQ) ≤ Φ(Q). This is directly proven in
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Lemma 6 of [2] and we do not re-prove it. The only difference is that where we used b̃t (π) in the definition
of c and Φ [2] uses bt−1 (π); but the proof does not use any property of bt−1 (π) except nonnegativity.
Second, we note that a renormalization step can only occur once in a row; after that, either the algorithm
halts, or the other condition (D̃π (Q) > 0) is triggered.
Third, when the other condition is triggered, the potential decreases significantly, specifically, by at
1
. This is also directly proven in Lemma 7 of [2].1 The only difference is that the proof in that
least 4(1−2µ
t)
paper uses b̃t (π) instead of bt−1 (π), which yields D̃π (Q) rather than Dπ (Q). However, the only property
of Dπ (Q) used in the proof is Dπ (Q) > 0, which is satisfied by D̃π (Q) as well.
ln

1

µt
The potential begins with Q = 0 at Φ(Q) ≤ 1−2µ
, and remains nonnegative by definition, so after a
t
polynomial number of steps, the algorithm satisfies both conditions and halts.

B.4

Missing Proofs in Section 3.3

Proof B.10 (Proof of Claim 3.10) Let π be any policy in Π. Note, in particular, that −1 ∈ Π and let
′
π−1
∈ Πη such that
′
k−1 − π−1
|∞ ≤ η
min
′
π ∈Πη

Then, we can see that
′
, µ)| ≤
|V (P, π, µ) − V (P, π ′ , µ)| ≤ |V (P, −1, µ) − V (P, π−1

1
1
η
−
=
µ µ+η
µ(µ + η)

′
|V̂t (P, π, µ) − V̂t (P, π ′ , µ)| ≤ |V̂t (P, −1, µ) − V̂t (P, π−1
, µ)| ≤

1
η
1
−
=
µ µ+η
µ(µ + η)

The following lemma follows directly from Lemma 10 of [2].
Lemma B.11 (Full version of Lemma 3.11) Fix any µ ∈ [0, 1/2] and any δ ∈ (0, 1). Then, with probability 1 − δ,
V (P, π, µ) ≤ 6.4V̂t (P, π, µ) +

75(1 − 2µ) ln |Πη | 6.3 ln(2|Πη |2 t2 /δ)
2η
+
+
2
µt t
µt (µt + η)
µt t

for all probability distributions P over Π, all π ∈ Π, and for all t. In particular, if
r
ln(2|Πη |t2 /δ)
, t ≥ 8 ln(2|Πη |t2 /δ)
µt ≥
2t
then,
2η
V (P, π, µt ) ≤ 6.4V̂t (P, π, µt ) + 162.6 +
µt (µt + η)
We will make use of the following concentration inequality.
Lemma B.12 (Freedman’s inequality [6]) Let Z1 , ..., Zn be a martingale difference sequence with Zi ≤
n


P
R for all i. Let Vn =
E Zi2 | Z1 , . . . , Zi−1 . For any δ ∈ (0, 1) and any λ ∈ [0, 1/R], with probability
at least 1 − δ

i=1

n
X
i=1

1

Zi ≤ (e − 2)λVn +

ln(1/δ)
λ

In that paper the potential function is scaled by a factor of τ µt compared to here, where τ > 0.
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Proof B.13 (Proof of Lemma 3.12) By applying the Freedman’s inequality and union bound, we know that
with probability 1 − δ′ , for all t ∈ [T ], π ∈ Π and λ ∈ [0, 1/µt ],
!
t
ln(|Πη |T /δ′ )
1X
V (Qt , π, µt ) +
(4)
|L(π) − L̂t (π)| ≤ (e − 2)λ
t
tλ
s=1

By the result of Lemma 3.11, we know that with probability 1 − δ′ , for all P ∈ Π, for any µt and t ≥
8 ln(2|Πη |t2 /δ′ ),
V (P, π, µ) ≤ 6.4V̂t (P, π, µt ) + 162.6 +

2η
µt (µt + η)

(5)

We will condition on events of (4) and (5) for the remainder of the proof, which occurs with probability at
least 1 − 2δ′ . Then we can further rewrite
!
t 
1X
ln(|Πη |T /δ′ )
2η
|L(π) − L̂t (π)| ≤ (e − 2)λ
+
6.4V̂t (Qt , π, µt ) + 162.6 +
t
µt (µt + η)
λt
s=1

Recall that by the accuracy guarantee of Lemma 3.9, we know for all π ∈ Π,
V̂t (Qt , π, µt ) ≤ 4 + bt−1 (π) + Λt−1
Thus, we can further bound
|L(π) − L̂t (π)|

!
t 
ln(|Πη |T /δ′ )
2η
1X
+
6.4 (4 + bs−1 (π) + Λs−1 ) + 162.6 +
≤ (e − 2)λ
t
µt (µt + η)
λt
s=1
!


t
1X
ln(|Πη |T /δ′ )
2η
≤ (e − 2)λ 188.2 +
+
6.4bs−1 (π) + 6.4Λs−1 +
t s=1
µt (µt + η)
λt

To complete the proof, we will set δ′ = δ/2.

Proof B.14 (Proof of Lemma 3.13) To simplify notation, let
!
t 
ln(|Πη |T /δ)
η
1X
+
6.4Λs−1 +
Ct = (e − 2)λ 188.2 +
t
µs (µs + η)
tλ
s=1

Recall that
Λt :=

ν
.
4(e − 2)µ2t ln(T )

Then as long as we have ν ≤ 1/T and η ≤ 1/T 2 , we have
Ct ≤ 190(e − 2)λ +

ln(|Πη |T /δ)
tλ

We will prove our result by induction. First, the base case holds trivially given our choice of ǫt . Next, we
d t (π) + ǫt , and Reg(π)
d
will show Reg(π) ≤ 2Reg
≤ 2Regt (π) + ǫt follows analogously. Observe that for
any policy π, we can first decompose the regret difference as
d t (π) ≤ (L(π) − L̂t (π)) − (L(π ∗ ) − L̂t (π ∗ ))
Reg(π) − Reg
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where π ∗ denotes the optimal policy in Π. Then using the result of Lemma 3.12, we can further bound the
regret difference as follows: for any λ ∈ [0, µt ],
d t (π)
Reg(π) − Reg

6.4(e − 2)λ
≤
t
1.6λ
=
µt ln(T )t
3.2λ
≤
µt ln(T )t
3.2λ
≤
µt ln(T )t

t
X

!

bs−1 (π) + bs−1 (π ∗ )

s=1

t
X
s=1

t
X

+ 2Ct
!

d s−1 (π) + Reg
d s−1 (π )
Reg
∗

Reg(π) + Reg(π ∗ ) + ǫs−1

s=1

t Reg(π) +

t
X

ǫs−1

s=1

!

!

+ 2Ct

(Induction hypothesis)
(Reg(π ∗ ) = 0)

+ 2Ct

t
X

3.2λ
3.2λ
≤
Reg(π) +
µt ln(T )
µt ln(T )t

+ 2Ct

ǫs−1

s=1

!

+ 2Ct

We will set λ = µt /3.2, which allows us to simplify the bound
Reg(π)
1
d
Reg(π) − Reg(π)
≤
+
ln(T )
ln(T )t

Since (1 − 1/ ln(T )) > 1/2 and µt =

3.2 ln(|Πη |T /δ)
√
,
t

2
d
Reg(π) ≤ 2Reg(π)
+
ln(T )t
2
d
≤ 2Reg(π)
+
ln(T )t

Observe that

Pt

2
d
≤ 2Reg(π)
+
ln(T )t

s=1 ǫs−1

t
X
s=1
t
X
s=1
t
X

ǫs−1
ǫs−1

s=1

= 1000(ln(|Πη |T /δ))

d
Reg(π) ≤ 2Reg(π)
+

ǫs−1

t
X
s=1

ǫs−1

!

+ 2Ct

it follows that
!
!
!

Pt−1

1
s=1 s

+ 4Ct
+4
+



190(e − 2) ln(|Πη |T /δ)
1
√
+√
t
t

560 ln(|Πη |T /δ)
√
t

√
≤ 1000(ln(|Πη |T /δ)) t. This means

560 ln(|Πη |T /δ)
2000
d
√ (ln(|Πη |T /δ)) +
√
≤ 2Reg(π)
+ ǫt
ln(T ) t
t

where the last inequality holds as long as ln(T ) ≥ 5.

C



Lower Bound Proof

In this section, we prove theorem 4.1. We make use of a couple of standard tools:
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Lemma C.1 (Pinsker’s Inequality) Let D1 , D2 be probability distributions. Let A be any event. Then:
r
1
|D1 (A) − D2 (A)| ≤
KL(D1 ||D2 )
2
The following is a simple corollary that follows from the additivity of KL-divergence over product
distributions.
Corollary C.2 Let t ∈ N. Consider the product distributions D1t , D2t . For any event A,
r
1
D1t (A) − D2t (A) ≤
t · KL(D1 ||D2 )
2
Next, for any algorithm A, round t, hypothesis h, and distribution D, let
Pt (h, D) = P [A plays h on round t]
when given inputs from D. We say an algorithm (β, t, h)-distinguishes distributions D1 and D2 if
|Pt (h, D1 ) − Pt (h, D2 )| > β.
Lemma C.3 Let D1 , D2 be two probability distributions. No algorithm can (β, t, h)-distinguish D1 and D2
2β 2
.
for any h and t ≤ KL(D
1 ||D2 )
Proof C.4 Assume for contradiction that there exists an algorithm that (β, t, h)-distinguishes D1 and D2
2β 2
for some h and t ≤ KL(D
. This defines an event A such that
1 ||D2 )
|D1t (A)

−

D2t (A)|

>β≥

r

1
tKL(D1 ||D2 )
2

which contradicts corollary C.2.
With these tools in hand, we are ready to prove the lower bound (Theorem 4.1):
Proof C.5 (Proof of Theorem 4.1) Fix any α ∈ (0, 0.5) and let T ≥
δ ≤ 0.24.
Define the following distributions over (X,A,Y):
D1 given by:
A = −1
A = +1

P[(x, a)]
P[y = 1|(x, a)]
P[(x, a)]
P[y = 1|(x, a)]

x1
1/8
0.5 + 4γ
1/8
0.5 − 4γ

D2 given by:
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x2
1/8
0.5 − 4γ
1/8
0.5 + 4γ

√
α

16. Denote γ = T −α . Fix any

x3
1/8
1
1/8
1

x4
1/8
0
1/8
0

A = −1
A = +1

P[(x, a)]
P[y = 1|(x, a)]
P[(x, a)]
P[y = 1|(x, a)]

x1
1/8
0.5 + 4γ
1/8
0.5 + 4γ

x2
1/8
0.5 − 4γ
1/8
0.5 − 4γ

x3
1/8
1
1/8
1

x4
1/8
0
1/8
0

The available hypotheses H = {−1, +1, h1 , h2 } are defined as:
−1
+1
h1
h2

A = −1
A = +1
A = −1
A = +1
A = −1
A = +1
A = −1
A = +1

x1
−1
−1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
−1

x2
−1
−1
+1
+1
−1
−1
−1
+1

x3
−1
−1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

x4
−1
−1
+1
+1
−1
−1
−1
−1

The performance of the hypotheses in H on the two distributions is given by: On D1 :
−1
+1
h1
h2

L0−1
D (h)
0.5
0.5
0.25
0.25 − 2γ

∆F P R (h)
0
0
4γ
0

L0−1
D (h)
0.5
0.5
0.25 − 2γ
0.25

∆F P R (h)
0
0
0
4γ

On D2 :
−1
+1
h1
h2

Note that on both distributions, h1 and h2 both have substantially lower error than the two constant
classifiers, but only one of them satisfies the γ-fairness constraint — and which one of them it is depends
on whether the underlying distribution is D1 or D2 . Note also that one of them always satisfies a 0-fairness
constraint, and so sets the benchmark for 0-EFP regret. The main fact driving our lower bound is that
until the algorithm can reliably distinguish D1 from D2 , it must place substantial weight on the constant
classifiers, incurring high regret.
We first establish that the two distributions are hard to distinguish by showing that the KL-divergence
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between D1 , D2 is bounded by O(γ 2 ):





1 + 8γ
1 − 8γ
2 1 + 8γ
1 − 8γ
ln
ln
KL(D1 ||D2 ) =
+
8
2
1 − 8γ
2
1 + 8γ
!
1+8γ
= γ ln

1−8γ
1−8γ
1+8γ

 !
1 + 8γ 2
= γ ln
1 − 8γ


1 + 8γ
= 2γ ln
1 − 8γ


16γ
= 2γ ln 1 +
1 − 8γ
16γ
≤ 2γ
1 − 8γ
64γ 2
=
2(1 − 8γ)
≤ 64γ 2


Let A be a γ-EFP(δ) algorithm. Let K =

0.012 T 2α
32

<
lemma C.3,

0.012 T
32

0.012
32γ 2

(and note that, for α ∈ (0, 0.5), K =

≤ T ). Let t ≤ K (note that the number of samples observed by time t is

t′

0.012
32γ 2

=

≤ t); then by

Pt (h1 , D2 ) ≤ Pt (h1 , D1 ) + 0.01
Pt (h2 , D1 ) ≤ Pt (h2 , D2 ) + 0.01
Observe that any convex combination π of classifiers played under D1 fails to satisfy the γ-EFP constraint unless it puts weight less than 1/4 on h1 . Similarly, any convex combination π of classifiers played
under D2 fails to satisfy the γ-EFP constraint unless it puts weight less than 1/4 on h2 . Since by definition, and γ-EFP(δ) algorithm plays only γ-EFP hypotheses on any distribution it is played on except with
probability δ, we have that for all t ∈ [T ]
Pt (h1 , D1 ) ≤

1
+δ
4

Pt (h2 , D2 ) ≤

1
+δ
4

And thus
Pt (h1 , D2 ) ≤ Pt (h1 , D1 ) + 0.01 = 0.25 + 0.01 + δ = 0.26 + δ
Pt (h2 , D1 ) ≤ Pt (h2 , D2 ) + 0.01 = 0.25 + 0.01 + δ = 0.26 + δ
Hence on either distribution, we have,
P[A plays +1 or −1 on round t] ≥ 1 − (0.25 + δ) − (0.26 + δ) = 0.49 − 2δ
The best performing 0-EFP policy on D1 is h2 , while on D2 it is h1 . Both of these induce expected perround loss of less than 14 . Since the expected per round loss of either +1 or −1 is 21 on both distributions, if
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+1 or −1 are played with constant probability, the expected per-round regret incurred
 isa constant bounded
away from zero. As a result, the expected 0-EFP regret of A is at least Ω(K) = Ω γ12 .
The result is that any T −α -EFP(δ) algorithm must have expected 0-EFP regret of Ω(T 2α ).
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